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Love and marriage, love and marriage,
They go together like a horse and carriage.

—Sammy Cahn and Jimmy Van Heusen, 
“Love and Marriage” (performed by Frank Sinatra)

Western-style marriage has been around for a long time.1 Arguably,
romantic love is a more recent product of Western civilization.2 And the
notion that romantic love and marriage belong together is more recent still.3

But novel or not, the idea that we ought to strive to conjoin love and mar-
riage has its attractions. For marriage typically requires individuals to spend
considerable time doing things together. And individuals who love one
another typically want to do things together a considerable amount of the
time. Thus, love can transform what is potentially a very burdensome aspect
of marriage into a benefit.

I regard the conjunction of love and marriage as worth pursuing. But even
were it not, we would have reason to concern ourselves with efforts to conjoin
these two things.4 For one plausible version of the Principle of Autonomy
requires us to do what we can to enable individuals to pursue their ends effec-
tively, at least so long as their so doing does not threaten significant harm to
themselves or anyone else.5 Many among us have as an end conjoining love
and marriage. And usually, pursuit of this end does not threaten significant
harm to anyone.6 Thus, considerations of autonomy require us to do what 
we can to help those aspiring to conjoined love and marriage to pursue their
aspirations effectively.

However we may have fared in the past at conjoining love and marriage,
we apparently could use some help in this regard at present.7 People have
blamed politicians, the entertainment industry, the tax system, and a pater-
nalistic social order, among other things, for our lack of success in conjoining
love and marriage. Perhaps there is some truth to some of these accusations.
But I want to suggest that our conception of the marriage bond plays a role
in our difficulties here.

In marrying one another, members of our community legally obligate
themselves to do certain things, and to refrain from doing others. But few
regard marriage as involving only legal obligations. Many believe that in the
absence of an arrangement to the contrary, married individuals have an
extralegal obligation to be sexually faithful to one another.8 It is also widely
believed that married individuals have an extralegal obligation to share in
the domestic tasks involved in maintaining a household together, although
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this obligation leaves them considerable latitude in apportioning these tasks.
And finally, many believe that married individuals have an extralegal oblig-
ation to support one another, economically or otherwise, in times of need,
unless they have made alternative arrangements. In the absence of rationally
compelling arguments for discounting these beliefs, I shall take it as a datum
that marriage imposes the set of extralegal obligations they delineate upon
those who marry.9 Call this set of obligations the marriage bond.10 And call an
account of the nature and content of this set of obligations a conception of the
marriage bond.

Here I sketch a conception of the marriage bond prominent among us,
the contract conception. I argue that on this conception, the marriage bond 
is uncongenial to romantic love among at least some of us, whom I dub the
contract-intolerant.11 Drawing upon a recently developed theory of rational
commitment, I articulate a conception of the marriage bond more congenial
to romantic love among such individuals, then defend this conception from
a number of objections. I close by considering the implications of these 
arguments for how we ought to conceive of the marriage bond in a 
psychologically diverse community, one containing both contract-tolerant
and -intolerant individuals, if we wish to make marriage safer for love.12

Marriage, as we currently practice it, yields those participating in it sub-
stantial material benefits: affordable health insurance, the right to recover
damages in the event of the wrongful death of a spouse, and the like. I shall
not here consider whether our practice of extending such benefits to married
couples is justified. Nor does the argument developed here imply that we
should extend such benefits to all who participate in something that we
should recognize as a marriage bond. Determining who, if anyone, ought to
receive such benefits requires consideration of many more factors than the
congeniality of various marital arrangements with love, the focus of our
current inquiry.

A Preliminary Worry about Conjoined Love and Marriage

In motivating this inquiry, we have assumed that the pursuit of conjoined
love and marriage does not threaten significant harm to anyone. But femi-
nists have long criticized both romantic love and marriage for being seriously
oppressive to women.13 If the more extreme of these criticisms are correct,
then unless we implausibly suppose that the failings of love and marriage
cancel one another out, conjoined love and marriage is a social ill of roughly
the same order of magnitude as slavery.14 As such, it is not sufficiently harm-
less that we can justify efforts to help those aspiring to it to realize their aspi-
rations by appealing to considerations of autonomy. Conscious of such
feminist criticisms of love and marriage, one might worry that any efforts to
make marriage safer for love are themselves unjustifiable.15

But distinguish between essentially oppressive arrangements, ones which are
presently coercive, unequal, and unfair, and which cannot be rehabilitated
without making them something other than what they are (e.g., hereditary
caste systems), and contingently oppressive arrangements, ones which are
presently oppressive, but corrigibly so.16 Clearly, we cannot appeal to con-
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siderations of autonomy to justify efforts to help individuals participate in
seriously and essentially oppressive arrangements, for such arrangements
always threaten significant harm to someone. But the most plausible feminist
criticisms of romantic love, that it renders women dependent and even
servile, enables men to be parasitical upon women’s energy and labor, mys-
tifies and legitimates male hegemony, tempts women to live for and through
men, and robs them of the insight, strength, and will to organize to better
their situations, do not establish that love is a seriously and essentially
oppressive arrangement.17 For these failings may not characterize love wher-
ever it presently exists.18 And even if they do, they may be remediable by
means of economic, social, and legal reforms.19 Nor do the most plausible 
feminist criticisms of marriage, that it burdens women with economic 
dependence, unfair distribution of labor, inequalities in power and status,
obligations which are not voluntarily assumed, and compromised physical
security, establish that it is seriously and essentially oppressive.20 For these
failings of marriage may likewise be remediable.21 Thus, the most plausible
feminist criticisms of love and marriage establish that they are, at worst, seri-
ously and contingently oppressive.

If love and marriage are but seriously and contingently oppressive, then
efforts to make marriage safer for love may help at least some individuals
within at least some contexts to pursue their ends more effectively. And under
the right economic, social, and legal conditions, such efforts may do so
without threatening serious harm to anyone. Thus, we can justify efforts to
make marriage safer for love by an appeal to autonomy, although perhaps
only as part of a package including economic, social, and legal reforms
capable of bringing romantic love and marriage into line with the most plau-
sible feminist criticisms of these arrangements. But then I do not intend any
measures I end up recommending here to supplant such reforms, only to 
supplement them.

Love

It would be hard to determine anything about the relative congeniality of
romantic love and any conception of the marriage bond without first saying
something about the nature of romantic love. Following the path of philo-
sophical least resistance, we shall assume that romantic love is a complex con-
sisting of some combination of the following elements: attitudes, dispositions,
judgments, emotions, feelings.22 Here we shall identify a constitutive element
of this complex, an element in the absence of which we would normally take
ourselves to be dealing with something besides romantic love.23 To keep
things manageable, we shall assume that the two conceptions of the marriage
bond to follow are neutral in their effects upon any other such features of
romantic love that there might be. Given this assumption, having shown that
one of these conceptions is uncongenial to a constitutive feature of romantic
love while the other is not, we can conclude that the one is more congenial
to romantic love than the other.

Let a concern be any consideration that enters an agent’s reasoning about
what to do. Romantic love, whatever else it involves, involves a concern for
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shared agency.24 Shared agency, as I shall understand it, can take one of two
forms.25 First, agents might come to share some of the same concerns, then
act jointly upon such shared concerns.26 And second, each of the agents might
make acting upon some of the other’s concerns a concern of her own, then
either might act individually upon such a concern.27

We shall understand a concern to participate in both of these forms of
shared agency with another, a concern which cannot be reduced to some set
of instrumental considerations, to be constitutive of romantic love. This
understanding is at odds with at least some established usages of the term
“romantic love.” Within the literary tradition, for instance, love is sometimes
called “romantic” which involves a concern for self-sacrifice of such an
extreme sort as to preclude shared agency altogether.28 But the understand-
ing of romantic love as involving constitutively a concern for shared agency
is implied by virtually every conception of romantic love inspired by the
Aristophanic ideal of erotic love as a passion for union.29 Since this ideal holds
wide sway among us, we can expect many to accept this understanding of
romantic love on its face. And those who reject the Aristophanic ideal ought
to accept this understanding for the sake of argument. For as a matter of prac-
tice, both social and legal, marriage conjoins the agency of those who marry
in the above ways. Thus, the conceptions of romantic love most compatible
with marriage incorporate just the concern for shared agency we have iden-
tified. If we fail to make marriage safer for such conceptions, then the attempt
to make marriage safer for any conception of romantic love is probably vain.

The Contract Conception of the Marriage Bond

The contract conception of the marriage bond is most fully articulated in
the writings of Locke, Kant, and Hegel.30 Although these three disagree on
many matters of detail, they agree that in marrying one another, individuals
constitute a contract. They agree that the terms of this contract determine the
obligations comprising the marriage bond. And they agree that some form of
voluntarism grounds these obligations: by agreeing appropriately to the
terms of a marriage contract, individuals obligate themselves morally to act
by these terms.31 We shall take these points of agreement as the defining fea-
tures of the contract conception. And for the purposes of this paper, we shall
assume that in marrying one another, individuals appropriately agree to a
contract requiring them to do just the sorts of things required by the marriage
bond.32

One might think that the contract conception is an esoteric philosophical
theory, discontinuous with our everyday thinking about marriage and thus
incapable of appreciably affecting the course of romantic love among married
members of our community. But a contract is just an agreement which brings
about an exchange of obligations and rights between two or more individu-
als. And we treat the extralegal obligations comprising the marriage bond,
and any rights that might correspond to these, as if they are the product of
an exchange occurring when two people agree (appropriately) to be married
to one another. Further, we treat the marriage bond as if its formation can be
blocked by precisely the same sorts of things that can block the formation of
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extralegal contractual obligations: force, fraud, and incapacitation. Finally,
legally speaking, we treat marriage as a contract, albeit one the terms of which
are determined primarily by the state, and which can be dissolved only at the
state’s behest.33 A consequence of this and of the widely believed claim that
we have a moral obligation to fulfill our legal obligations is that marriage
involves extralegal obligations determined by a contract constituted by indi-
viduals in marrying one another.34 From these observations, I conclude that
the contract conception is continuous with our everyday thinking about mar-
riage and thus capable of appreciably affecting the course of romantic love
among married members of our community.

Contracts are binding devices. On the contract conception, the marriage
bond is a device enabling individuals to bind one another to a set of terms
each may subsequently be tempted to violate. But the marriage bond, so con-
ceived, threatens romantic love in two ways.

First, contractual marital obligations affect at least some bound agents in
a manner inimical to romantic love. They are typically experienced by bound
agents as requirements imposed from outside of themselves by their con-
tractual partners. This is especially true when agents are tempted to do other
than what they are contractually obligated to do. But at least some agents
respond to obligations experienced as alien impositions with resentment
against those binding them and a desire to reestablish their independence.
And such a response is incompatible with the concern for shared agency con-
stitutive of romantic love.

One might think that reminding agents of their own roles in constituting
the contracts binding them would disalienate them from contractual obliga-
tions. In some cases, it might. But as the time separating the temporal stages
of an agent increases, the number and strength of psychological connections
such as memories, intentions, and beliefs between these stages tend to
decrease. And the fewer and weaker the psychological connections between
any two temporal stages of an agent become, the less likely the later stage
will be to identify with the earlier stage, and to regard the earlier stage’s
actions as genuinely her own.35 Thus, when an agent’s present self has become
sufficiently psychologically disconnected from the past self responsible for
binding her contractually, an appeal to the past self’s actions will fail to dis-
alienate her from her contractual obligations.

Even when there are many and strong psychological connections between
an agent’s present self and a past self responsible for binding her contractu-
ally, there are other factors that can prevent an appeal to the past self’s con-
tracting behavior from disalienating her from her contractual obligations.
These include the assumption of contractual obligations in the face of limited
options, or without due consideration of alternatives, or under considerable
stress or pressure, or in the grip of undue optimism about the future. And
one or more of these factors is often at work when individuals are marrying
one another. For these reasons, we cannot count on reminding agents of their
own roles in constituting their marriage contracts to significantly diminish
alienation from contractual marital obligations.

Second, contractual marital obligations affect at least some binding agents
in a manner inimical to romantic love. Many can sustain romantic love only
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if they believe that their love is reciprocated. And at least some are insecure
enough about their own lovableness, and about the constancy of their part-
ners, to require periodic assurances that their partners love them romantically
to sustain such a belief. The marriage contract, by assumption, requires those
bound by it to remain sexually faithful to one another, to cooperate in per-
forming burdensome domestic tasks, and to support one another in times of
need. Such behaviors are among the best indicators of the concern for shared
agency constitutive of romantic love. But a married individual cannot be sure
that such behaviors by her spouse are motivated by a concern for shared
agency rather than by a disinclination to violate the obligations engendered
by their marriage contract. Thus, by providing married individuals with a
plausible alternative explanation for the faithful, cooperative, and supportive
behaviors of their spouses, a contractual marriage bond prevents these behav-
iors from serving as reliable indicators of a concern for shared agency. And
by so doing, such a marriage bond makes it difficult for married individuals
who can sustain romantic love only if assured that their love is reciprocated
to sustain such love for their spouses.

This difficulty is intensified by what we might call the “done deal” syn-
drome. Before they have bound themselves to a contract, individuals wishing
to interact with one another each have an incentive to try to attract and retain
the other’s interest. For each knows that her partner, not being bound to con-
tinue interacting with her, might forsake her at any moment for interaction
with a more attractive prospect. But having bound themselves to a contract,
individuals no longer have any such incentive. And at least some respond by
allowing their efforts to attract and retain the interest of their partners to
lapse. In the context of marriage, such lapses can inspire doubts about
whether and how much lapsed individuals care about conjoining their agency
with that of their spouses. And such doubts make it even more difficult for
those who can sustain romantic love only if assured that their love is recip-
rocated to sustain such love for their spouses.

One might think that spouses could read one another well enough to
obviate the need for such assurances.36 But individuals cannot always make
out their own concerns clearly, much less those of their spouses. Indeed, that
some who are married complain of having been duped into marriage, that
others live double lives, and that still others have secret extramarital affairs
should raise doubts about the transparency of married individuals to one
another. And even if spouses could perceive one another’s concerns with a
high degree of accuracy, many would nonetheless doubt their perceptions as
the result of feelings of inferiority, low self-esteem, and similar psychological
effects. Thus, the claim that spouses are sufficiently transparent to one another
to obviate the need for periodic assurances that their love is reciprocated is
implausible.

Contractual marital obligations may not affect all of us so. Some may not
respond to being bound contractually with resentment and the desire to
reestablish their independence. And they may be able to sustain romantic love
without periodic assurances that their love is reciprocated. Indeed, a con-
tractual marriage bond may help some individuals to foster love. They may
feel more inclined to love their partners with their fear of being forsaken
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allayed by a contractual marriage bond. They may be moved by the threat of
being bound contractually to a bitter antagonist to work harder on solving
problems within a love relationship.37 And when other concerns compete with
love, those concerned to keep their agreements may find that a contractual
marriage bond helps them to weather such competition with their love for
one another intact.38 Appealing to such claims, one might deny the unquali-
fied assertion that a contractual marriage bond threatens romantic love.

Ceding this point, let us introduce a distinction. Call individuals who
respond to contractual marital obligations with resentment and unrelieved
insecurity about being loved contract-intolerant. And call individuals who do
not exhibit such negative responses to contractual marital obligations, or who
respond to such obligations positively, contract-tolerant. Clearly, the above
arguments establish that contractual marital obligations are inimical to
romantic love among the contract-intolerant, not the contract-tolerant. And
they do not imply the impossibility of conjoining romantic love and such
obligations for the contract-intolerant. Rather, they imply that forging a con-
tractual marriage bond threatens the efforts of such individuals to nurture,
sustain, or deepen their love relationships.

The Commitment Conception of the Marriage Bond

One might think that that the contract-intolerant are just not set up for
marriage, that they would have the same difficulty conjoining love and 
marriage under any conception of the marriage bond. But this is not so. The
contract-intolerant would have greater prospects of success conjoining love
and marriage were they to conceive of marriage as involving a characteristic
sort of commitment, and the marriage bond as reducing to the set of obliga-
tions engendered by this commitment.

The sort of commitment I have in mind is rational, not moral. On the
analysis I shall invoke, commitment is our primary means of executing plans
which translate our reasoning about what to do in the future into actions con-
sistent with this reasoning.39 To commit to A, on this analysis, is to adopt an
intention to A, with an intention being a pro-attitude with a characteristic
inertia that is both conduct-controlling and reason-guiding.40

Being pro-attitudes, intentions have a certain motivational force. That is,
conjoined to the appropriate beliefs, they can move agents to action. Having
a characteristic inertia, intentions tend to persist, once formed, at least until
reconsidered. If an intention persists until the time of the action it specifies,
then barring some sort of interference, it will issue in this action. In this
respect, intentions are conduct-controlling. And for so long as they persist,
intentions are reason-guiding, marking off some issues as settled and con-
straining the further intentions that their possessors can consistently adopt.

Very roughly, a given intention is rational if it was rationally adopted or
reaffirmed, and then subsequently rationally nonreconsidered.41 S rationally
adopts an intention to A if each of the intentions framing S’s deliberation
about A-ing is itself a rational one for S to have, and S reasonably supposes
A to be at least as well-supported by her reasons for action as her other 
admissible alternatives.42 S’s intention to A is rationally nonreconsidered if
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her nonreconsideration of it results from general habits of reconsideration and
nonreconsideration reasonable for S to have, given her circumstances and 
her reasons for action.43 And S rationally reaffirms an intention to A if her
adoption of this intention was rational, her reconsideration of it results 
from such habits, and the conditions for her rationally adopting it are (still)
satisfied.

Marriage, on the commitment conception, involves the adoption of inten-
tions. The obligations comprising the marriage bond are determined by inten-
tions rationally adopted by individuals in marrying one another, and then
subsequently rationally nonreconsidered, perhaps after having been ratio-
nally reaffirmed by one or both of them. And what grounds these obligations
is their expected tendency to bring those abiding by them to do what they
have the most reason to do. To keep our treatments of the contract and com-
mitment conceptions parallel, we shall assume that in marrying one another,
individuals adopt intentions to do just the sorts of things required of them
by the marriage bond.

One might doubt that such marital obligations are really any different
than contractual ones. Spoken to you, “I hereby agree to do A” and “I hereby
commit to do A” might seem to obligate me in similar ways. Indeed, “com-
mitment” is sometimes used interchangeably with “agreement,” so that com-
mitting to do A is equivalent to agreeing to do A. Since contracts are just
agreements that reconfigure the rights and obligations of those participating
in some way, a marriage bond grounded in agreement would be a contrac-
tual marriage bond. Thus, were the marriage bond grounded in a “commit-
ment” of this sort, the commitment conception of the marriage bond would
collapse back into the contract conception.

But this is not the case. On the commitment conception, “commitment”
is used interchangeably with “rational intention,” not “agreement.” And
rational intentions obligate individuals differently than do contracts. Since
obligations generated by rational intentions are grounded in agents’ own con-
cerns, agents do not experience them as alien obligations to be resented and
thrown off.44 And since rational intentions are themselves a form of concern,
individuals who have adopted intentions of the sort that we have assumed
they would adopt have a concern for shared agency. Further, within a com-
mitment marriage, there is nothing to prevent such individuals from taking
one another’s faithful, cooperative, and supportive behaviors as indicating
the presence of this concern. Differing from contractual obligations in these
ways, obligations grounded in rational intentions do not threaten love
between the contract-intolerant as contractual obligations do. And thus, by
conceiving of the marriage bond as grounded in rational intention rather 
than in contract, the contract-intolerant can resolve the difficulties rendering
marriage a threat to their love relationships.

One might deny that rational commitment can genuinely obligate indi-
viduals, much less ground the marriage bond. For it is a condition of one indi-
vidual’s being genuinely obligated to another that she cannot release herself
from her obligation merely by an act of will.45 And it would appear that an
individual can release herself from any “obligation” grounded in a rational
intention merely by rationally abandoning this intention.
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But even if the abandonment of any given intention reduces to an act of
will, the rational abandonment of at least some intentions does not. For
whether abandoning a given intention is rational depends on the intending
agent’s reasons for action, and what agents will to do does not always corre-
spond to what they have the most reason to do. If an individual abandons a
rationally adopted intention, but does not abandon it rationally, then she fails
to release herself from the obligations it grounds. Thus, individuals cannot
release themselves from obligations grounded in rational intentions at will.
And thus, commitment can genuinely obligate individuals.

Even so, one might object to the commitment conception on the grounds
that it fails to build into the marriage bond obligations of sexual fidelity, coop-
eration, and support which will, without fail, persist for so long as two indi-
viduals are married. (Call marital obligations which satisfy this condition
persistent.) For on the commitment conception, marital obligations last only
so long as the intentions grounding them are rational. And depending on how
a married agent’s reasons for action evolve, the intentions grounding any
commitment-based marital obligations she has assumed might cease to be
rational, in which case she would no longer be bound by these obligations.

We cannot foreclose this possibility if we conceive of the marriage bond
as grounded in rational intention. It might be tempting to characterize the
possibility of marital obligations lapsing before marriage ends as a cost the
contract-intolerant must pay to resolve the difficulties rendering marriage a
threat to their love relationships. But this assumes that the contract concep-
tion builds persistent obligations of fidelity, cooperation, and support into the
marriage bond. And this is not so. For there are releasing conditions on con-
tractual obligations, conditions under which even appropriately constituted
contracts cease to obligate morally. First, one contractor may explicitly release
the other from her obligation to perform as their contract specifies. Second,
one contractor may fail to perform her part in a two-party contract, in 
which case the other is not obligated to perform her part in it, either. Or 
third, circumstances may change in ways unforeseen by either party to 
a contract, so that neither has agreed in any morally interesting sense to 
doing anything within their changed circumstances. Obligations of fidelity,
cooperation, and support grounded in an appropriately constituted marriage 
contract will endure only for so long as none of these releasing conditions 
are realized. Thus, the contract conception, no less than the commitment 
conception, involves the possibility of marital obligations lapsing before 
marriage ends.

One might find dismaying the prospect of a marriage bond which does
not have built into it persistent obligations of fidelity, cooperation, and
support. But even if their marital obligations lapse, married individuals are
seldom free to have extramarital sex, shirk household tasks, or abandon their
spouses in times of need. For they usually have more general obligations to
act faithfully, cooperatively, and supportively toward their spouses, moral
duties of fairness, beneficence, or respect, as the case may be. And where fair-
ness, beneficence, or respect do not require fidelity, cooperativeness, or sup-
portiveness of one or both parties to a marriage, it is far from obvious that
the prospect of one or both having extramarital sex, shirking household tasks,
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or abandoning the other in times of need is grounds for dismay. Absent 
an account of why we should be dismayed by the possibility of marital 
obligations lapsing before marriage ends, pointing out that the contract 
and commitment conceptions fail to build persistent obligations of fidelity,
cooperation, and support into the marriage bond constitutes an objection to
neither of these conceptions.

Taking a different approach, one might argue that commitment marriage
is not marriage at all, and thus the commitment conception not a conception
of the marriage bond, on the grounds that an arrangement must involve a
contract to count as marriage. But the claim that contract is an essential com-
ponent of marriage is implausible. Various feminists have criticized marriage
for its failure to involve anything like a proper contract, pointing out that 
(1) entry into marriage by women is not voluntary, (2) entry into marriage by
women and men is not informed, (3) neither women nor men can do any-
thing to alter the most important roles, rights, and obligations allotted them
by marriage, and (4) marriage involves an attempt by women to divest them-
selves of inalienable rights.46 But to accept these criticisms is not to deny that
they are criticisms of marriage, even though their truth implies that the con-
tractual aspects of marriage are entirely a sham.

Alternatively, one might claim that an arrangement must involve law to
count as marriage, at least marriage as we conceive of it within our commu-
nity.47 On this conception of marriage, law functions to determine who is
married and who is not, to define a set of legal obligations that married 
individuals owe one another, and to determine what benefits the state will
provide to married couples and what burdens it will impose on them. But if
involvement with something like law is essential to marriage, then clearly,
commitment marriage is not an option within our community. For as we have
already noted, legally, we treat marriage as a form of contract.

The point about law and marriage is plausible, but it does not imply that
commitment marriage is not marriage at all, only that it is not a form of mar-
riage presently available to us. For we could broaden our legal treatment of
marriage. In particular, we could recognize the legal equivalent of a commit-
ment marriage bond, a form of association involving its own distinctive (and
noncontractual) legal rights and obligations.48 We could let these be estab-
lished by an appropriate mutual declaration of commitment. And consis-
tently with our characterization of commitment, we could allow either party
to a commitment marriage to dispel these legal rights and obligations uni-
laterally, by appropriately revoking her commitment to her marital partner.49

By so broadening our legal treatment of marriage, we could make it the case
that commitment marriage involved law.

One might worry, however, that even were we to do so, we might not 
end up with something qualifying as marriage. Ralph Wedgwood asks us to
imagine a society with laws defining a relationship involving the same legal
rights and obligations as our marriage, but known to only a few legal theo-
rists. And he asks us to imagine that this same society also recognized under
some name other than “marriage” a familiar and well-understood relation-
ship undergirded by religious laws similar to those involved in Roman
Catholicism. Asserting that only the second of these relationships is truly 
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marriage, Wedgwood concludes that a practice must be familiar and well-
understood, as well as involving law, to count as marriage.50 If this is so, then
legal reform alone might not be enough to ensure that commitment marriage
would really be a form of marriage.

Again, the general point is plausible, and again, all that follows is that
commitment marriage is not a form of marriage presently available to us. For
there are measures we could take to cultivate among ourselves a shared
understanding of marriage that includes commitment marriage. We might,
for instance, develop a distinct sort of ceremony to celebrate commitment
marriages. Instead of consenting to the terms of some marriage contract, cel-
ebrants should exchange statements of intention, at least if they want to avoid
confusion. Rather than exchanging rings, celebrants would do better to place
their own rings on their own fingers. Those joined by commitment are, after
all, bound only by their own rational intentions. And since intentions are not
necessarily permanent fixtures of persons, a commitment marriage ceremony
should include provisions for the possibility that celebrants may need to
renew their commitments to one another, or recommit to one another, at some
future time.

Thus, having granted that involvement with law and having a shared
social meaning are essential features of marriage, we must admit that 
commitment marriage is not available to us at this time.51 But this admission
does not endanger our project, which is, after all, to establish that our lack 
of an option like commitment marriage threatens romantic love. What would
endanger our project would be a plausible argument for the incompatibility
of commitment marriage and some likely candidate for a constitutive element
of marriage. But as we have seen, commitment marriage is compatible with
the most likely such candidates, so no such argument is available.

One might yet worry about the commitment conception’s implications
about the mutuality of the marriage bond. For S can acquire commitment-
based marital obligations to T merely by adopting the right sort of intention,
without T having acquired any such obligations to S. One might think,
however, that the marriage bond is essentially mutual, that as a conceptual
matter, none of the obligations constituting it can be of a sort that an indi-
vidual might acquire unilaterally. And appealing to this claim, one might
argue that the possibility of S’s acquiring commitment-based obligations of
fidelity, cooperation, and support to T without T’s also acquiring such obli-
gations to S constitutes a reductio ad absurdum of the commitment concep-
tion of the marriage bond.

But this argument reduces too much to absurdity. On one fairly traditional
view of the marriage bond, call it the promise conception, marriage involves
the making of promises, and the marriage bond consists of the resulting set
of promissory obligations.52 It is possible, however, for S to acquire promis-
sory obligations of fidelity, cooperation, and support to T without T’s also
acquiring such obligations to S. Thus, the above reductio applies as much to
the promise as to the commitment conception. But whatever the failings of
the idea that the marriage bond is grounded in promise, it is not incoherent,
nor wildly at odds with common sense, nor absurd in any other uncontro-
versial respect.
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Even if there is nothing absurd in the marriage bond’s consisting of obli-
gations of a sort that an individual might acquire unilaterally, it does seem to
be a desideratum of our concept of the marriage bond that it obligate the
parties to a marriage mutually. Typically, versions of the promise conception
capture this desideratum by stipulating that marriage must involve an
exchange of appropriate promises, ensuring that each party to a marriage
acquires promissory marital obligations to the other.53 But clearly, this
desideratum can be captured in similar fashion by the commitment concep-
tion. We need only stipulate that commitment marriage must involve the
mutual adoption of appropriate intentions, ensuring that each party to such
a marriage acquires commitment-based marital obligations to the other.54 So
let us make this stipulation, and by so doing, lay to rest the worry that the
commitment conception cannot account adequately for the mutuality of the
marriage bond.

Making Marriage Safer for Love

One might think the above argument establishes that if we are to make
marriage safer for love, we ought to replace the contract with the commit-
ment conception of the marriage bond. But it does not. A commitment-based
marriage bond enables the contract-intolerant to more readily conjoin mar-
riage and romantic love. But it does not do so for the contract-tolerant. Indeed,
as we noted in distinguishing the contract-intolerant and the contract-
tolerant, a contractual marriage bond may help some of the latter to foster
love. Thus, replacing the contract with the commitment conception of the
marriage bond might just make love and marriage harder to conjoin for a dif-
ferent class of individuals.

If we wish to foster the ideal of conjoined love and marriage, we should
supplement, not replace, the contract with the commitment conception. 
And indeed, if there are individuals who are commitment- and contract-
intolerant, we may need to supplement the contract conception with more
than just the commitment conception if we really want to make marriage safer
for love. By expanding our conception of the marriage bond, we enable indi-
viduals with different psychologies to forge the marriage bonds least likely
to undermine their love relationships.55 Among individuals as diverse as we
are, we must move from the contract conception to some form of marital plu-
ralism if we wish to make marriage safer for love.56

But this conclusion is importantly provisional.57 In assessing the relative
congeniality of the contract and commitment conceptions to romantic love,
we have assumed that the two conceptions are neutral in their effects upon
any constitutive features of romantic love there might be in addition to a
concern for shared agency. I think that this is a safe assumption, for the com-
mitment conception seems at least as congenial as the contract conception to
each plausible such feature that I can think of: admiration, affection, sexual
attraction, a concern for the other’s welfare. But I cannot prove that it is safe
without offering a complete account of the constitutive features of romantic
love. And at this time, I have no satisfactory such account to offer.
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Absent such a proof, it is most appropriate to regard the argument of this
paper as a challenge. Show, if you can, that the contract conception is so con-
genial to some other constitutive feature of romantic love as to be more con-
genial, on balance, than the commitment conception to the fostering of such
love among the contract-intolerant. If we so regard the argument of this paper,
then its conclusion, that we must move to some form of marital pluralism to
make marriage safer for love, is provisional upon there not being an adequate
answer to this challenge. Time will tell whether or not such an answer is 
forthcoming.

For comments on earlier drafts on this paper, I would like to thank Charles Carr, Eva
Dadlez, Joshua Glasgow, William Harms, Wendy Lee-Lampshire, Betsy Postow,
David Shoemaker, and audiences at the March 27–28, 1998, meeting of the Society
for Social and Political Philosophy in Columbia, Missouri, and the December 29,
1998, meeting of the Society for the Philosophy of Sex and Love in Washington, D.C.
For less formal but no less helpful commentary on the ideas expressed in this paper,
I am indebted to Alyson Gill.
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